
Terms and conditions to the Client 

These terms and conditions, which may be corrected from time to time, are applied to all services, provided 
online directly or indirectly (by means of distributors), by email, telephone or any mobile device. Accessing, 
browsing or using our (mobile) website or any app in any platform (hereinafter referred as the website) 
and/or booking, you accept that you have read, understood and agreed to the terms and conditions described 
below (including the Privacy agreement). 

These pages, its information content, and functions, as well as the online booking service, provided on these 
pages and by means of the website, are belonged, operated and provided by the company of 
Youngtalentsgroup.com OÜ and only for personal, non-commercial using according to the terms and 
conditions described below. 

 0. Definitions 

Youngtalentsgroup.com, we, us or our means Youngtalentsgroup.com OÜ, Limited Liability Company, it is 
subject to Estonian law and registered to the address: Meeliku tn., 21/3-117, Tallinn, Harju Maakond, 
13915. 

Platform means the (mobile) website and app that is under the control, management, and possession of 
Youngtalentsgroup.com, by means of the Service is provided. 

Service means the online booking service (including payment) for the various products and services that the 
Event Organizers offer on the Platform at certain times. 

Event Organizer is a direct organizer of a sports event (for example, a tournament, camp, seminar, training 
camp), which has all the sanctions, consents and licenses for the provision of this type of service. 

Provider means the supplier of services/products related to parks, attractions, museums, excursions, cruises, 
railway and bus tours, transfers, tour operators, insurance services and other tourist and similar 
services/products, which offered at certain times for the booking on the Platform. 

Event participant means a person or company who has made a booking of an Event on the Platform for 
themselves or for another person or company, for a group of people or companies. 

 1. Description of services 

By means of the Platform we (the company Youngtalentsgroup.com OÜ and its partners-affiliates 
(distributors) provide an online service by means of all Event Organizers and Providers can set for 
reservation your services and products, and visitors to this website can make a reservation. Booking by 
means of Youngtalentsgroup.com, you enter into a direct (having legal validity) contract relationship with 
the Event Organizer and/or the Provider by means of you make the booking or purchasing the 
service/product (if applicable). From the time of your booking we act solely in the role of intermediary 
between you and the Event Organizer/Provider, transferring the details of your booking to the appropriate 
Event Organizer and (or) Provider (to the appropriate to the Event Organizers and (or) Providers) and 
sending you email confirmation of your booking on our website.  

Providing our Service, the offered information is based on information provided to us by the Event 
Organizers or by Providers. Event Organizers and Providers have access to the Extranet and are responsible 
for updating prices, availability for booking and other data given on our Platform. Although we do our best 
to ensure the quality of the provided services, we cannot verify or guarantee the correctness or completeness 
of all information, and we are not responsible for any errors (including obvious and spelling errors), 
disruptions (arisen from (temporary and/or partial) failure, repair, improvement or support of our Platform or 
otherwise), incorrect, uncertain or false information, or non-receipt of complete information. Each Event 
Organizer and Provider, in any conditions, is responsible for the completeness and correctness of the 
(descriptive) information (including prices and availability for booking) presented on our Platform. Our 



Platform is not and should not considered as a recommendation or validation of the quality, level of service 
or rating of any Event Organizer or Provider (or its products, services). 

Our Service is provided for personal, non-commercial use only. On this basis, you have not right to resell, 
create external hyperlinks, use, copy, track (e.g. via spider and scraping), display, download or reproduce 
any part of the content or information, software, tickets, products or services available on our Platform for 
any commercial or competing activity or purpose. 

 2. Fee and guarantee of the best price 

The prices on our Platform are very competitive. All prices for participation, accommodation, and meals at 
the Event are indicated for the entire time of the Event, and all prices include all taxes (which may be 
changed) if otherwise is unspecified on our Platform or in the booking/ticket confirmation email.  

The price of accommodation and meals is indicated for one person; the dates of the Event are indicated in 
the email confirmation of booking. The total cost of accommodation and meals at the Event, finally agreed 
by the Event Organizer and the Participant of the Event may be vary insignificantly from the price given on 
Youngtalentsgroup.com. The Event Organizer indicates on our Platform, at its discretion, the lowest or 
average price for accommodation and meals in a certain category of hotel, hostel, etc. For example, the 
Platform offers the full board accommodation for 2-bedrooms per person, but the Participant finally has 
chosen 3-bed accommodation, which is cheaper.  

If the Event Organizer or Provider charges a fine for booking cancellation or No Show, relevant fees and 
taxes (including tourist/city tax) may be also add. In case of No Show or booking cancellation, the Event 
Organizer or Provider have right to charge relevant fees. 

Sometimes, much lower price for a product or service are being provided on our Platform, but such prices 
offered by the Event Organizer may have special restrictions and rules, for example, reservations cannot be 
canceled, or a refund is not possible, or you have to make a payment before the specified date.  

More, all prices for the services of Event Organizers or Providers given on the Platform are lower than those 
prices for the services of themselves. Youngtalentsgroup.com offers the minimal fee for services of Event 
Organizers or Providers in coordination with them and at expense of the commission from them. All prices 
that the website visitor of Youngtalentsgroup.com or the Event Participant see on the Platform are the final, 
lowest and including all taxes and fees. 

Please check the relevant booking conditions, product or service before making your booking. 

We want you to pay the lowest possible price for the selected product or service. If after the booking you 
find on the Internet (including from the Event Organizer or Provider) a selected product or service that has 
booked on the Platform with identical booking conditions at a lower price, we will offer you the same price 
according to terms and conditions of Guarantee of the best price. 

The currency converter is provided for informational purposes only and should not be considered correct or 
up-to-date: actual prices may be varied. 

Obvious errors and mistakes (including misprints) do not have a legal validity. 

All special promotions and offers are marked accordingly. 

 3. Privacy 

Youngtalentsgroup.com takes care of the safety of your personal data. It is transferred to the Event 
Organizer or Provider only for the purpose to make contact with you for the organization of your trip and 
(or) leisure. Further distribution of information, offers, advertising in any way by the Event Organizer or 
Provider in addition to the information about the booking of the Event by you is forbidden without your 
consent. Please see our Privacy Policy for more information. 



4. Free services 

Our Service is free for you because unlike many other companies, we do not charge for our services from 
you and do not add ancillary fees (for booking) to the cost. 

Event Organizers and Providers pay a commission (a small percentage of the cost of the product, e.g. hotel 
room) to the company of Youngtalentsgroup.com after the Event Participant has used the product or service 
provided by the Event Organizer or Provider and has paid for these products or services. 

5. Credit card 

In most cases, Event Organizers and Providers will offer to pay for participation in the Event and for 
accommodation and meals at the Event (wholly or partly, in accordance with the terms of the Event 
Organizer and Provider) to them.  

For some products and services, the company of Youngtalentsgroup.com charges a fee (by means of a 
payment service through a third-party provider) for the relevant product or service on behalf of the Event 
Organizer (the company of Youngtalentsgroup.com does not act as an official seller under any 
circumstances).  

Secure payment is made by means of a payment service through a third-party provider from your 
credit/debit card or from your Bank account to the account of the Event Organizer and/or Provider. Each 
payment that we process on behalf of the Event Organizer and which is transferred to the Event Organizer is 
a payment of the cost (part) of the product or service booking by you and is taken into account in the final 
reckoning. The payment is refunded only by the Event Organizer or the Provider (wholly or partly, in 
accordance with the terms of the Event Organizer and Provider). 

The payment by credit/debit card is made by means of EveryPay - the company of digital processing of 
payments by credit/debit cards VISA and MasterCard. The payment platform EveryPay is certified to PCI 
DSS 1, which confirms that payments and processes comply with the highest requirements in the industry. 

EveryPay acts as an independent third-party provider of payment service. In most cases, EveryPay has a 
contractual relationship with the Event Organizer to process payments as the Event Organizer's agent. Then, 
Every Pay will be indicated as an official seller in your account statement. As soon as payment is received 
by EveryPay, your liability to the Event Organizer and (or) Provider are deemed to be fulfilled. 

Despite the fact that EveryPay is wholly responsible for payments by credit or debit card, the company of 
Youngtalentsgroup.com provides support to customers on issues related to payment of booking by credit or 
debit card. 

If you make a payment for your booking with a credit or debit card issued by EveryPay, the transaction is 
governed by EU law in accordance with all other applicable laws. 

Please pay special attention that for certain (non-refundable) fares or special offers, the Event Organizers 
may require payment in full amount by Bank transfer (if applicable) or by credit card, so your credit card 
may be pre-authorized or funds may be withdrawn (sometimes non-refundable) at the time of the booking. 
Please check the details (of the booking) of the service or product to see the specific conditions before begin 
booking procedure. The company of Youngtalentsgroup.com and EveryPay are not responsible for any 
(sanctioned or possible unsanctioned or erroneous) withdrawal funds by the Event Organizer and do not 
return any fees legally withdrawn or pre-authorized by the Event Organizer (including the prepayment, fine 
for booking cancellation or No Show) on your card. 

6. Prepayment, booking cancellation, No Show and important information 

Booking of the Event, you accept and agree with the cancellation policy, with the terms applying in the case 
of No Show, and with all additional terms and conditions (of services) of the Event Organizer or Provider 
that may be applied to your participation or during your residence time at the Event (including important 



information from the Event Organizer or Provider that is published on our Platform and policy of the Event 
Organizer), including terms relating to services and products, provided by the Event Organizer or Provider 
(terms and conditions of service may be obtained from the appropriate Event Organizer or Provider). 
General rules regarding cancellation and No Show of each Event are available on our Platform on the Event 
page, as well as at the time of the booking process and in the booking/ticket confirmation email (if 
applicable).  

Please pay attention that certain fares and special offers are not subject to cancellation or change. The Event 
organizer or Provider may charge the relevant city or tourist tax even in case of No Show or in case of 
charging fine for cancellation. We recommend you carefully read the product or service details (of booking) 
and special terms before making your reservation. Please note that the booking demanding prepayment 
(wholly or partly) may be canceled (without pre-notice or warning) if the relevant (remaining) amount was 
not paid by the Event participant or cannot be charged in full amount on the relevant date of payment 
according to the booking and the terms of the Event Organizer.  

Cancellation and prepayment policy may be vary between Event Organizers and Providers and depending on 
the category of accommodation chosen by the Event participant.  

Please read carefully the important information (contained in the description of the Event on the Platform) 
and indicated in your booking email confirmation (this information may be concerned the security deposit, 
special conditions of cancellation and other terms for group bookings, meals rules, transfers). You take on 
yourself all risks related to late payment, incorrect debit or credit card details or lack of funds on your card. 
You have not entitled a claim for refund of any (non-refundable) prepaid amount excepting the Event 
Organizer agrees or permits otherwise in accordance with their rules of (pre-) payment and cancellation. 

If you wish to review, change or cancel your booking, please turn the booking confirmation email and 
follow the instructions therein. Please bear in mind that sometime after the booking had been made, may be 
charged fine from you for cancellation of participation in the Event, changes of accommodation category or 
other conditions, previously booked by you in accordance with the terms of the Event Organizer regarding 
cancellation of participation in the Event, (pre-)payment and No-arrival. Moreover, it is possible that you 
have not entitled a claim for refund of any (pre-) paid the amount. We recommend to read carefully the 
cancellation, (pre-) payment and No Show policy before the booking and to make future payments in due 
time in accordance with the requirements of the relevant booking. The company of Youngtalentsgroup.com 
is not responsible for the possible consequences of your no notification or late notification about late arrival, 
cancellation or fine for No Show, which charged by the Event Organizer. 

 7. Further correspondence and communication 

Completing your reservation, you agree to receive: 

(i) an e-mail that we may send to you immediately prior to the Event, with information about the relevant 
destination, certain data and special offers (including special offers from third parties for which you yourself 
have made a request) related to your booking and direction, and  

(ii) an e-mail that we may send to you immediately after your participation in the Event, with offer to 
complete our feedback form about the Event, its organization, and the rendered services. Please see our 
Privacy Policy for information about how we may contact you. 

The company of Youngtalentsgroup.com does not have any responsibility for the exchange of messages 
with the Event Organizer, which made on or by means of the Platform. You have not entitled a claim for any 
rights based on any request or message, sent to the Event Organizer, or confirmation (in any form) that a 
request or message has been received. The company of Youngtalentsgroup.com cannot guarantee that the 
request or message will have been (properly and in time) received/read, executed or accepted by the Event 
Organizer. 



You should indicate a correct email address to complete and to guarantee your booking of the Event. We are 
not responsible for (and have not to verify) any incorrect or misspelled email address, misspelled (mobile) 
phone number, or credit card number. 

Any claims or complaints against the company of Youngtalentsgroup.com or in respect of the Service have 
to be submitted as soon as possible, but in any case within 30 days after the scheduled day of using of the 
product or service (for example, the date of the end of the Event). Any claims or complaints submitted after 
the 30-day period may be dismissed, and the party is submitting the claim is forfeited the right for any 
compensation (for damages or costs). 

Because the prices and availability at the Events may be correct, we insistently recommend you to take a 
screenshot at the time of booking as a proof (if it is necessary). 

8. Rating, the program Priority Events, and guest reviews 

By default, the Events on our website have been sorted by Recommended (any similar wording may be 
used) (default sort). For your convenience, we also offer other ways to sort the Events. Please pay attention 
that the default Sort is generated by a fully automated rating system (algorithm) and is based on a variety of 
criteria, including not only the popularity of the Event among users, but also the history of interaction with 
the support service and some information about bookings (number of bookings and cancellations, 
conversion rate, etc.). The algorithm also includes details about timely payment of the commission by the 
Event Organizer and the interest rate of the commission, however, these are only two (not decisive) factors 
taken into account when the default sort generated. 

In some cities and regions, the company of Youngtalentsgroup.com undertakes the priority program, which 
allows to the certain Events, to the relevant terms of the program, are being appeared above all other Events 
in the results for the relevant city/region sorted by Recommended (sorted by default). The priority Events 
are marked with a thumbs-up icon and paid with a higher Commission in exchange for a higher rating. The 
priority Events may be the Events complying and continuing to comply with certain criteria of selection. 

A completed review may be:  

(a) posted on the relevant Event page on our Platform for the sole purpose to inform (future) Participants 
about your opinion on the level of services and the quality of the Event organization, and  

(b) (wholly or partly) used by the company of Youngtalentsgroup.com at its own discretion (for example, for 
marketing purposes, advertising purposes or to improve the service) on its Platform or other similar social 
media platforms, newsletters, special promotions, apps or using any other channels which are under the 
control and possession of Youngtalentsgroup.com or its business partners. The company reserves the right to 
change, reject or remove reviews at its own discretion. Feedback forms are sent for opinion poll only and do 
not contain any further (commercial) offers, invitations or motivation. 

9. Limitation of responsibility 

In accordance with the limitations specified in these terms and conditions, and in accordance with the law, 
we are responsible only for compensation of direct damages actually incurred, paid or caused as a result of 
improper execution of our obligations to provide of our services within the amount of the total cost of your 
order, which is specified in the booking confirmation email (for one accident or series of interdependent 
accidents). 

Despite that fact, neither our company nor any of our officers, directors, employees, representatives, 
subsidiaries, affiliates, distributors, affiliate-distributors, licensees, agents, and other persons involved in the 
creation, sponsorship, promotion and any other activities, aimed to support this website and its content, is 
not responsible in accordance with the law for the: 

a) fines, direct, indirect and consequential damages, any loss of production, missed benefit, lower income, 
not concluded contracts, loss of or damage of business reputation, and failure of legal action for damages,  



b) any inaccuracy relating to the (descriptive) information (including prices, availability to participate and 
the ratings) Activities presented on our Platform, 

c) services or products offered by the Event Organizer or Providers or other business partners of the 
Organizer, 

d) any (direct, indirect, consequential or fine) loss, damage or costs, incurred, accepted or paid by you, 
arisen due to or in a result of using, inability to use or interruption of our Platform; or 

e) (personal) bodily injury, death, damage of property or other (direct, indirect, consequential or fine) loss, 
damage or costs, incurred, accepted or paid by you in a result of (legal) action, error, breach, negligence, 
intentional unlawful actions, inaction, default, misinterpretation, offence or absolute responsibility (wholly 
or partly) of the Event Organizer or Provider or any their other business partners (including their employees, 
directors, officers, agents, representatives or affiliated companies), their products or services are (directly or 
indirectly) available, offered or promoted on or by means of the Platform, including any (partial) 
cancellation, overbooking, strike, force majeure or any other incidents beyond our control. 

Regardless of whether the Event Organizer charges the cost for a product or service from you, or we charge 
a fee (participation/reservation of accommodation and meals/transfer, etc.), you agree and accept that in all 
cases the Event Organizer is responsible for the collection, withholding, transfer, and payment of the 
relevant taxes to be calculated and paid from the total cost (participation/reservation of accommodation and 
meals/transfer, etc.) to the authorized tax authorities. The company of Youngtalentsgroup.com it is not 
responsible for the transfer, collection, withholding or payment of the relevant taxes from the cost 
(participation/reservation of accommodation and meals/transfer, etc.) to the authorized tax authorities. The 
company of Youngtalentsgroup.com does not act as an official seller of products or services offered on the 
Platform. 

Uploading photos/images to our system (for example, in addition to a review), you confirm, warrant and 
agree that you are the copyright holder of these photos/images and give your consent for using by the 
company of Youngtalentsgroup.com uploaded photos/images on your (mobile) website and apps in mobile 
devices, in promotional materials and publications (posted online and offline), and any other way at the 
discretion of Youngtalentsgroup.com. You provide the company of Youngtalentsgroup.com non-exclusive, 
worldwide, irrevocable, unconditional and perpetual right and permission to use, reproduce, display, copy, 
distribute, license, transfer and post the photos/images in any way at the discretion of 
Youngtalentsgroup.com. Uploading these photos/images, the person uploaded the photo(s) takes full legal 
and moral responsibility for all legal claims by third parties (including, but not limited, the Event Organizer) 
due to publication and using of these photos/images by Youngtalentsgroup.com. The company of 
Youngtalentsgroup.com is not the owner of uploaded photos/images and does not endorse them in any way. 

The individual uploaded the photo, not the company of Youngtalentsgroup.com, is responsible for the 
reliability, actuality, and the right to use all photos/images. The company of Youngtalentsgroup.com does 
not have any responsibility or liability concerning the posted photos. The individual uploaded the photo 
guarantees that the photos/images do not contain viruses, trojans or files infected with viruses, nor do they 
contain any pornographic, illegal, obscene, offensive, unacceptable or inappropriate material, do not infringe 
the rights of third parties (intellectual property rights, copyrights or privacy rights). Any photo/images, 
which do not meet the above criteria, will have not been published and/or will have been removed by the 
company of Youngtalentsgroup.com at any time and without pre-notice. 

10. Intellectual property rights 

If otherwise is not specified, all software required to provide our services and/or used on our Platform and 
intellectual property rights (including copyrights and rights related to this) in respect of the content, 
information and materials posted on the Platform belongs to the company of Youngtalentsgroup.com OÜ, its 
Event Organizers or Providers. 



The company of Youngtalentsgroup.com reserves the exclusive right to own, use and dispose of (all 
intellectual property rights) (design style (including functions)) the Platform on which the service is offered 
(including guest reviews and translated content) and you have not right of copying, automatic or 
programmatic reading/collecting/analyzing of data, creating (hyper-/external) links, posting, promoting, 
marketing, integrating, using, aggregation or otherwise application of the content (including any translations 
and guest reviews) or our brand without our direct written permission. In the case that you (wholly or partly) 
use or aggregate our (translated) content (including guest reviews) or otherwise you have intellectual 
property rights on the platform or any (translated) content or guest reviews, hereby you hand over and give 
up all intellectual property rights of such kind to the company of Youngtalentsgroup.com. Any unlawful 
using or execution of any of the above will have been presented itself a fundamental breach of our 
intellectual property rights (including copyright and rights related to this and database manufacturer's 
rights). 

11. Any Other Business 

In the extent permitted by law, these terms and conditions and the provision of our services are regulated 
and subject to interpret in accordance with Estonian law. All disputes concerning to these General terms and 
conditions or the services provided by us are subject to review exclusively by the competent courts of 
Tallinn, Estonia. 

The original Russian, Estonian and English versions of these terms and conditions may be translate into 
other languages. The translated version is an unofficial and business translation and you have not entitled a 
claim for any rights based on the translated version of these terms and conditions. In the case of a disputes 
about the content or interpretation of these terms and conditions, and in the case of a variant reading or 
discrepancy between the Russian, Estonian, English version and any other language version of these terms 
and conditions, the Russian or Estonian or English language versions should be applied, prevailed and 
undisputed in accordance with the law. The original versions of these terms and conditions are available on 
our Platform (if you choose the appropriate language) and may be send to you upon written request. 

If any regulation of these terms and conditions is or becomes invalid, unlawful or unbinding, the remaining 
prepositions of these terms and conditions will have been applied in full. In such case, such invalid 
regulation should nevertheless enforced to the maximum permissible extent under applicable law, and you 
have to observe such condition, notwithstanding its inadmissibility, the absence of its legal or binding force, 
taken into account the content and purpose of these terms and conditions. 

12. About the company of Youngtalentsgroup.com and the subsidiary companies 

The service of online booking of Events is Youngtalentsgroup.com OÜ, which is a private company with 
limited liability, registered in accordance with the law of Estonia. The company's office is located at 
Meeliku tn., 21/3-117, Tallinn, Harju Maakond, 13915. The company is registered in the Chamber of 
Commerce of Tallinn under number 14289501. Office of Youngtalentsgroup.com is located in Tallinn, 
Estonia.  

Various affiliates and companies (subsidiary companies) in other countries support the company activity. 
The subsidiary companies provide only internal support to the company of Youngtalentsgroup.com. Certain 
subsidiary companies can make the limited number of services to support clients (by telephone only). The 
subsidiary companies do not have their own Platform (and do not control, host, manage or support the 
Platform). The subsidiary companies do not have the authority and rights to provide services and represent 
of the Youngtalentsgroup.com or conclude any contract on behalf and/or in favor of the 
Youngtalentsgroup.com. You do not have a relationship (legal or contractual) with a subsidiary company. 
The subsidiary companies do not carry out activities and do not have the right to act as an agent of the 
Youngtalentsgroup.com, providing any services and carrying out any processes. The company of 
Youngtalentsgroup.com does not accept or have any other legal address in any place or office in any country 
of the world (including offices of the subsidiary companies) then the address of its registered office in 
Tallinn. 


